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the beginning 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Just Like Porn Permitted 
 
Two burly boys fuck 
over a barrel. Bend 
straight wooden lines 
black banded. Whine 
and beg for water to turn. 
Your leg twines mine. 
Hand oaks down 
 my thigh 
 finger 
as I bite your bottom lip. 
You block the screen 
body arching 
cock on my stomach 
me pressed into corduroy 
couch cushions furry 
 with cat hair. 
 



 



 
 
 
Cathy Learns to Pleasure Herself While Reading Virginia Woolf 
 
Tired of this eternal case of the Mondays, 
Cathy retires to the Tulsa Public Library. 
 
It might be possible the world is without meaning, 
she sighs, reading Mrs. Dalloway in the mystery 
 
section until it fills with men, then in large-print 
books until it fills with men. In the bathroom 
 
she perches atop a toilet in the second stall. 
She thought there were no gods; no one 
 
was to blame; and so she evolved. 
Her shaking right hand reaching down 
 
between her milky thighs, Ackkkkk!, 
she out cries. The book falls 
 
to the floor. From the sink a librarian 
shouts, You can’t have that 
 
in here! Cathy picks up the book. Brings it 
to her nose. Pushes into herself just a bit 
 
deeper, a silly, silly dream, being unhappy. 



 
 
 
 
Best Little Boy in the World 
 
I am a lazy best little boy in the world. 
One who won’t learn the difference between there 
their and they’re or place possession and plurality, 
 
but who slips his tenth-grade American History 
report on The Ku Klux Klan (1868-1872) 
into the red plastic spine of his OfficeMax report cover 
 
because he knows that to be taken seriously 
as a writer he must present well but not so well 
that readers comment on his fashion sense. 
 
At my request, Mother bought me craft books: 
The MLA Handbook and The Chicago Manual of Style. 
The Handbook says nothing about my avant 
 
use of Lucinda Blackletter for the title page. 
Yet every sentence directs the reader to a source 
I found at the public library – my school library too small 
 
to develop holdings on the Klan, especially their first 
five years, when Ku Kluxers played pranks, 
sometimes on black people. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
The water gag: A Klansman, dressed in white, 
rides up to a black man and requests a drink of water 
that he drinks through his hood and says 
 
This is the best drink of water I have tasted 
since the Battle of Gettysburg where I was shot to death. 
The black man runs screaming. 
 
I receive a hundred from my baby-faced, black, 
tall-drink teacher one year out of Auburn 
who married the school secretary and left teaching, 
 
who told the class on the first day of sixth-period American History 
about sprinting across campus on his last day of his last term 
to turn in his last paper for his last education class. 
 
In red ink on the title page, the only page marked: 
This is the best paper turned into me this quarter. 
I hope you continue to develop your obvious writing skills. 
 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
The Hole: Juvenilia 
 
I was fourteen years old when my seven-year-old brother 
decided he worshipped Satan. He burned his clothes 
and dressed in a black monk’s robe or went naked. 
 
My girlfriend – Elizabeth McCarter – avoided our house. 
But once she showed up. I put on my red boxer shorts 
and flew down the stairs. Too late. I open the door 
 
and your little brother is there, his little dick standing 
straight up in the air, and you’re standing behind him 
in your underwear. He had an erection. Boner. Hard-on. 
 
And I think you gave it to him. Some homo-sex game. 
Now he’s in the back, bending over a hole. I ran to him. 
You’ve dug a hole. I guessed he still had the erection. 
 
You can’t come closer with your clothes on. In the hole: 
A dead squirrel. A sacrifice. / We need to talk. Both still nude, 
my brother came inside. I pulled my left leg up under my thigh. 
 
A woodland creature doesn’t burn in under three minutes 
unless it’s been soaked in something. I grabbed him, 
swung him onto the couch. He struggled. I pinned him down. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
He was breathing hard. If I tell you why, you can’t tell anybody. 
I saw something. Somebody. The people behind us. I looked 
out the window. The Johnsons? / Erica Johnson. Swimming naked. 
 
I had missed seeing Erica Johnson swim naked. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
You Cannot Say What You Mean 
 
Fifteen and obscene. Sometimes 
when I sleep over, I rummage the hamper. 
Bring your dirty black boxers 
to my nose. We've wrestled the night before. 
Lick at the faint strain of piss 
and there. Is that a cum stain? I lick. 
If I said what I meant: I love the stink 
of you. You. We'd just have to pray. 
Father, please let this pass 
me the milk. Tongue my ass 
in this full-size bed. Let this bed be full. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Portrait of Robby as Nelly 
 
Missouri, noun, from the native Sioux 
meaning those who have canoes. 
In Missouri, two boys paddle downriver 
and a guitar floats between them. 
In Missouri, the boys pull ashore 
to smoke a cigar and drink Mt. Dew. 
It is barely a new millennium. 
It is barely nameable, this thing 
these boys will do, not in English, 
not in Sioux, not in any native 
tongue. When the fairer skinned 
boy pulls the guitar from the hull 
of the boat, he plays an acoustic 
cover of "Ride Wit' Me," asking 
the other boy, If you wanna go 
and get high with me...oh, why 
do I feel this way? Neither of them 
versed quite yet of this irony, 
which unlike the chaffing rash 
of their rubbing thighs will not leave 
them the next day, or the day after. 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
Little Pieces of the Fall, 1997 
 
Mornings, too, I wake with you 
in my bed, me on the floor 
of my room. 
I say nothing as you slide 
into the shower, me into the ash 
of our sheets I won’t let 
Mother wash. 
 
For you I won’t go to college. 
I’ll missionary date. 
I’d give you anything. 
A ride. A bed. Endless weekends 
of cosmic bowling and cheap cigars. 
 
For you I will learn the chords. 
Slide from E to G to C to D. 
Whisper in your ear: 
I love Melanie. A God 
you don’t believe in. 
 
Mornings I wake with you in bed 
I wait. I slide. You dry and live 
with my sink-side habit 



 
 
 
 
 
of tucking your curls 
behind your ear. 
 
I live with your stories. 
Dropping acid in your basement. 
Your girlfriend 
giving you head. 
 
You put your arms around me. 
Sang with cigarette breath 
what you feel is what you are, 
and what you are is beautiful. 
I laughed. Hit you and sang back. 
I’d do anything 
you ever dreamed to be complete. 
 
What will you do, you ask, 
when we’re old and live 
together? When I bring a girl home? 
In that life I killed, 
I won’t run away. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Iris 
 
Sixteen, we Kissed Dating Goodbye (Joshua 
Harris, 1997) on the way to Six Flags St. Louis. 
 
Broke up with our girlfriends in the back of the bus. 
Rode Batman: The Rollercoaster and drank Coke 
 
slushies (You Can’t Beat the Real Thing!) in twosomes 
instead of foursomes. The Lord says through Joshua, 
 
The right thing at the wrong time is the wrong thing. 
On the way home under thick Nixa High School hoodies, 
 
yours basketball, mine marching band, we kissed 
and shared headphones: Jars of Clay and Goo Goo Dolls. 
 
And I don’t want the world to see me 
listening to secular music, you said. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
When the youth pastor found us he confiscated your iPod. 
Sixteen, we kissed dating girls goodbye for some reason. 
 
For you, basketball season and Whitney Wilson. 
For me, we kept kissing until one morning after 
 
I slept over. You rolled on top of me. Pummeled my chest 
with closed fists and spit on my face. When you kissed 
 
me then, it tasted of blood, of a thing always dying. 
Over Frosted Flakes you apologized. It was great. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
How to Strip a Straight Bro 
 
1—Hey bro, I don’t want my mom to have to wash two sets of sheets. 
 
2—Waitwaitwaitwait hold on bro, we can wrestle, but I don’t wanna stretch out 
these clothes. 
 
3—I mean, hey, bro, we can go swimming, but we don’t have any trunks and we 
can’t get our pants wet. 
 
4—Hey bro, I think you might have a tick. 
 
5—Hey bro, wanna make poker more interesting? 
 
6—Hey bro, wanna make MarioKart more interesting? 
 
7—Hey bro, wanna make Yahtzee more interesting? 
 
8—Bro, I don’t think your girlfriend will like tan lines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
9—Hey bro, we can go camping, but I only have one sleeping bag. 
 
10—Quick, bro, jump in before we run out of hot water. 
 
11—Look, bro, this gym has a sauna. 
 
12—Hey bro, don’t take this weird, but I like your underwear. Where’d you get 
them? Oh cool. So I kinda wanna get a pair. Do you like how they fit? Hmmm. 
Don’t take this weird, can I maybe try them on, bro? 
 
13—Hey bro, doesn’t your boner hurt when it presses against your pants? 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Cavity 
 
I have been diagnosed with a cavity. 
The suffering from Eve’s sin never ceases. 
I am guilty, Lord. Of playing too much 
Candy Crush when I should be working. 
Of kissing too many sweet boys 
on their sweet pink lips and my sweeter 
husband on his sweeter pinker cheeks. 
Of losing my chastity at age eleven 
to the leaf blower I used to clear the garden. 
Of depravity, desire for knowledge without gravity. 
Lord, this boy dentist who smells like mint 
and Axe wants to stick a horse needle 
deep in my cheek. Can I say no? Can I say 
I prefer he just drill? 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Turn From the Page 
 
At twenty and ex-gay 
horror turned to homilies, 
I birthed this story 
in my American history 
class – I wrote Story – 
Massacre of a Vietnamese 
Prostitute who slices the dick 
off a GI using a razor 
hidden in her vagina. 
At thirty-four I find this story. 
Its teeth. Asking if we owe 
nothing to the dead what we owe 
those who almost died. 
To a boy who compared cum 
to snow fallen on a dirt floor. 
Heavy sweat to a dying fountain. 
Who brought his love home 
from war to meet his mother 
who bathed sick pups in the sink 
and asked apropos of nothing – 
who knows how you get AIDS? 
Who stopped writing, 
learned instead to read? 
 



 
 
 
 
 
18 y/o fit to be tied 
 
My parents are going to Rome on business and I have the house to myself. I 
want to be tied to the hot water heater. I'm a boy who's used to getting what he 
wants. My birthday: Rihanna tickets, backstage passes. Sticks & stones may 
break my bones but chains and whips excite me. I've got a girlfriend. Must be 
discreet. But she's on a mission trip for spring break. Do you have leather straps? 
I have quite a few jockstraps. I can wear one. Can you wear vintage Chanel like 
Audrey in Roman Holiday? Do you have a strap-on? My girlfriend's been blowing 
me since seventh grade and she's stuck a finger or two in there. I could get into 
that. Do you have a boyfriend? Does he want to watch? 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Revolution 
 
In PLCP 542: Theories of Revolution, I watch the bare feet of a brown boy turn 
 circles on the tile floor of a building designed by a Founding Father freedom 
fighter who owned slaves and opposed slavery. After class we watch Designing 
 Women. When I kiss him, the boy says, You turn me on. 
 
Where are you from? comes later, after turning over and around the other’s body, 
 when I wonder whether the dark shine of the boy’s taint stains my nose. 
When the boy answers Palestine by way of DC, I almost ask if Palestine’s still a place, 
 my knowledge of the Middle East now like my desire: overturned. 
 
I have never met anyone opposed to the existence of Israel. Not to the Jews, the boy 
 assures me, finger mapping lines on my forehead, but to the criminal state. 
My parents support Israel. There is a controversy about settlements. The Allied 
 Powers founded Israel after World War II. This is all I know. 
 
There are things you should also know about me, the boy says, turning to sit up. 
 And I am ready to learn. Here is where reconstruction begins. 
I don’t do anal. I’m a kleptomaniac. And I like to blow things up. Whatever. 
 Small things. The biggest was a small bridge. I’m a stereotype. 
 
I turn a smile, but in two weeks’ time the boy turns out no differently than he warned, 
 and this is not what I want. We are not boyfriends. We may not even be good at 
being gay, an idea as foreign as Zion. Lying in bed, having pushed aside the stolen forks 
 and Skittles, we agree: This isn’t turning into anything, but let’s keep fucking. 
 



 
 
 
Marriage Nineteen 
 
The one measure of true love 
is: you can insult the other. 
 — Slavoj Žižek 
 
Cameron’s charming but he’s a whiney little ass. 
Duane’s drive is alarming, but he can be an ass. 
 
In a late snow of early spring, Duane treks 
to a professor’s office to become a piece of ass 
 
and back in their bed, Cameron sleeps slack 
and late against another man, given a free pass. 
 
At nineteen the boys set up house. Broken bathtub, 
unlockable door. Duane overdoses on classes. 
 
The honors college. Astronomy, algebra, American 
literature. Cameron is lost. Duane lambastes 
 
him with ideas. Veterinary science? Public relations? 
Will you at least read Leaves of Grass 
 
with me? These nights: Cameron prays. Lord, help 
me accept the things I cannot change. As his glass 
 



 
 
 
falls to the kitchen’s shit colored tile. It shatters. 
Duane prays: Lord, is this just asinine? 
 
Cameron cuts his foot. Takes a week off work. 
Duane proposes a thesis: The Poetics of Impasse: 
 
A Marxist Critique. In spring, biology. Like cells, 
they divide. Duane reads something Slovic and crass 
 
in bed as Cameron packs boxes tight with tissue 
and tape. Is this your Gulf Shores shot glass 
 
or mine? Duane remembers that trip to Alabama. 
Sex in the tall grasses, losing his glasses 
 
in the muddy, bayou muck. Cameron puts it 
in a box sharpied Lost Things, passes 
 
by Duane, out the door to his 1982 VW hatchback. 
Duane watches him leave, the curve of his ass. 
 
Boys shouldn’t play house in winter, Duane’s mother 
phones, especially a boy prone to be such an ass. 
 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
Portrait of Will as Billy Joel 
 
In the basement of the split-level ranch 
he shares with Howard, Will plays Billy Joel 
on the upright piano. I sit beside him on the bench. 
Chide, There's an old man sitting next to me. 
We laugh because it's four-thirty on a Tuesday. 
Sing me a song, I tell him. And Will doesn't, 
but instead tells me about the boy in high school 
he played piano for, interrupted with lines 
one of us can remember. He always smelled 
like cat litter. A heavy sigh. La la la, di di da, da. 
I try to imagine Will so smitten, which isn't hard. 
We're both men at a piano bench stricken 
with a hearty adoration, with a dear love of comrades. 
Milton, the basset hound, saunters over and sits 
at our bare feet. We're all sharing a drink 
we do not know what to call. Will strikes a chord 
loudly, "Captain Jack," and turns to me, Jesus, 
Tuesday night and you're still hangin' around? 
 
 



 
 
 
On the Day your Brother Attempts Suicide for the Third Time, 
 the Second Person 
 
You will field the call 
from your mother, annoyed, 
as you yield the floor 
of your good day, 
and passes from a boy 
perched behind 
Buddy Holly glasses. 
You will rhyme, of course, 
give your mother time 
to tell you. Pills. No, 
I'm fine. Call your father. 
You will call two 
friends, confess 
you wish your brother 
would just do it. Guilt 
will consume you 
and you will piss 
these friends off 
with a neurosis 
flared because 
the truth is this: 
you do not love 
your brother. 
Your green and black 



 
 
bike will get you 
home and Robby 
will tell you, Calm 
down. This isn't new. 
William will tell you, 
Valium, love, should do. 
You will walk down 
the street, to the bodega 
with the Mexican lady 
who will try to sell you 
a rosary. Walk home 
and recite what 
you know of the Hail Mary, 
full of grace, the Lord is... 
and step in a pile of dog shit. 
You will fall prostrate 
on rough concrete 
as you try to scrap shit off 
and lose your balance. 
But you will not lose the attention 
of the boys on a nearby patio, 
drinking beer and laughing. 
You will laugh, too, 
will tell yourself, 
This isn't about you, 
because this is the truth: 
it isn't, you who shall live. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
The Birds 
 
Like Melanie boating across Bodega Bay, 
I sink into the arm of the corduroy couch. 
I want to fuck Mitch. Two caged lovebirds, 
cuddled, hands tucked in each other’s shorts. 
Why are the birds attacking? Mitch asks 
as they switch places and strip shorts. 
To answer, we must strip the birds away, 
away from Melanie Daniels coming 
between mother and son. I’m sure 
Ms. Daniels wants to be on her way. 
I parrot none of this as I strip shorts. 
Wrap my leg around these lovebirds. 
Peck Mitch’s head, his hair, as he comes. 
Mitch gawks, teases me – He finally 
gets what he wants and he can’t come. 
I can only blanket these lovebirds, 
drive them home through the flock 
of huddled gulls, crows, blackbirds, 
all perched and pecking, some cawing, 
but none, for the moment, attacking. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Portrait of My Penis as My Child Self 
 
In the morning, a child clamoring 
for attention in the sheets. The glamour 
of peek-a-boo, of hide-n-seek. 
In the morning, the constant stream 
of questions -- Will you play with me? 
Do you have to go to work? 
Yes, someone has to pay for this 
house. The office, the bland 
forgetting. Legs swing in a chair. 
Then lunch on the quad, boys 
playing frisbee. The sweet breeze 
of boys free and bites of peanut butter 
on sourdough. On the quad it seems 
anything is possible. But work calls back. 
A return to the desk without a frisk. 
Duane cannot come out to play now, 
a series of meetings, the greetings 
never satisfying. A pout. A disciplining. 
Just wait till your father gets home. 
 



 
 
Carol of the Bells 
 
The radio breaks with Weekend Edition. 
From Washington, I’m Scott Simon. 
 
Simon says, Get out of bed. Simon says, 
Head North. Simon says to kiss the nape 
 
of the neck of the boy I’ve borrowed 
from South Carolina, the chemist who carols 
 
the Blue Ridge Mountains. Who thumbs 
the periodic table of elements 
 
like I thumb the tributary of his back into ass, 
a new ridge. I tongue, You’re going to be late. 
 
Hark the crumpled t-shirt at the foot of the bed, 
orange, white lettered. Keep Calm And Carillon. 
 
Last night he mistook me for a bottom. 
Though I took him, his cock — the surprise 
 
of size, so thick on such a thin boy — 
into me. His prime meridian pulsed, loomed 
 
large, but I straddled him anyway, hungry 
to revise my own topography. He plowed 



 
 
slow, afraid he’d hurt me, but a siren bellowed 
out the window. A church bell rang. A switch 
 
flipped and he flipped me onto my back, spit 
into his right hand and gripped my ankles 
 
with the other. Sunk his cock into my ass 
and ordered my knees, Bend forward. 
 
He burst in, then out, balls slapped and chests 
grabbed for chests. He wouldn’t stop. 
 
I didn’t ask. When it hurt, I grit my teeth 
and bared him faster, deeper because too soon, 
 
the morning. NPR breaks the soft snore 
of his sleep. But now, I can borrow his time, 
 
burrow into the white down where later, I’ll spot 
blood. And for now, I can scream into the pillow 
 
as he pounds. Until he pulls out to cum on my chest 
and forehead. Into my open, moaning mouth, 
 
raising the sound, a battlecry, a new nation split open 
and found. A bell ringing, my ass stinging. 



 



 
 
 
 
 
I Stole Your Ass a Love Poem 
 
Nights, too, we argue 
I fist a Sharpie, 
reach north five hundred miles 
to brand your ass 
with words already tattooed 
on my pectoral. 
 
If words are all we have as 
as world and God, 
we must treat them with care 
and rigor: we must worship 
 
in bell towers, silent carillon, 
where the boy you like 
I like comes in my hand 
and we argue all the way 
to where my reason ends, 
 
where love comes cruel and dear. 
I love you but 
I need you to leave 
me alone. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Days and distance disarrayed again 
in rituals of confession and repentance, 
the restoration of brothers 
who are one in a body 
that sometimes sickens, 
slackens and bends, bleeds, needs sleep 
and quiet time. 
 
Days and distance back 
for good 
here and now 
on this gentle battleground. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Alliteration 
 for Stephen Mills 
 
Father, I have never been fisted. 
Though this week alone I have read 
four poems about human elasticity, 
about the possibility of our bodies 
 
to take in another person’s whole, 
clenched fist. Of the four, three 
of these poems were set in Florida. 
Father, does this seem unusual? 
 
Father, remember when we went 
to Disney World on your business 
trip? When I wanted to ride Space 
Mountain but you had so much work 
 
& Mother doesn’t ride anything dark 
or requiring a lap belt? I don’t ask 
to make you feel guilty. I just want 
to know if this was part of the plan: 
 
Mother takes me to Epcot. We lunch 
in China on rubbery General Tso’s 



 
 
 
 
& you meet us in Paris for gelato 
but it’s really just expensive ice cream 
 
& it’s raining so we take refuge 
in It’s A Small World After All. 
Father, this week I have taught 
my students about alliteration, 
 
the repetition of certain sounds 
as capable of bringing the tongue 
pleasure. Following last week’s 
debacle—So many poems relying 
 
on the word fuck!—I’ve attempted 
to teach them there are things 
more interesting in this small 
world. On spring break Frank fisted 
 
me in Ft. Lauderdale. O, Florida. 
O, Florida. It’s a small world, Father, 
but so much is lost. I’ve never been 
fisted or ridden Space Mountain. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
On the Day Your Brother Attempts Suicide for the Third Time, 
 the Second Person (II) 
 
You call one minute after your last text and I answer 
annoyed by this eternal vibration at two frequencies 
 
of a phone I sometimes leave inside when I am out. 
What are you doingggggg? Are you okay? Are we cool? 
 
Questions I sometimes ask too, but not today when you call 
to say your brother took pills, cut himself with a coffee mug, 
 
and you don’t love him. At least your other brother Marty 
really did it, didn’t ask for help in dumb language. 
 
Snuggled in your bed we watched My Strange Addiction, 
a woman eating pottery, laughed at cutting poems, 
 
made love without sex. You lament: if only I had someone 
to share these daily dramas, to go grocery shopping. 
 
Like you I want – what I cannot have: the security to be alone, 
with no one to call, to text, to restore. 
 



 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
Down the Highline and Up 20th 
 
We pay $37 for shitty amenities, 
just two black-painted floors of rooms, 
gym bath, blackened grout, and graffitied 
sauna well-lit and empty. You chat 
up a blond, hairless boy, too cute 
for this place, a boy who – for real – 
acts – Student films, mostly – and 
teaches you to act: to take this cock 
and not choke on his aggression, 
to hold the moment while he opens 
the condom wrapper, to back slowly – 
Arch your back, we instruct, 
that’s key – onto his dick because 
you don’t bottom. Because tonight 
we are in New York, this city we know 
as novels, poems, history. 
But no different here this room 
with no ceiling than rooms in Atlanta, 
Washington, Toronto. Rooms 
blossoming and denied bloom. 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the end 



 


